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CHAPTER I 
AN TIJTRODUCTOHY ST il.'l'EMENT 
The writer of this report recognizes the need for information 
concerning small gas engines. Hand powered equipment is becoming a 
part of the past. Today many high school students use power lawn 
mowers ·which replace the ha.rid mowers, motor scooters which replace 
the bicycles, and an ever-increasing number of students own or have 
access to an automobile. 
Purpose of ~ Stuq,y. There is an increasing need for a course 
concerning the use and maintenance of small gas engines. The writer 
has been interested in this problem in his own experiences with engines. 
This study is intended to broaden the student I s knm7ledge in the repair 
and maintenance of small gas engines. The writer hopes that this report 
will be an aid in the imnrovement of this phase of the industrial arts 
program. 
The Problem Stated. The scope of this problem is to develop a 
program for small gas engines' repair that would be applicable to the 
general shop program. This must be accomplished vvithout destroying 
any of the underlying principles of industrial. arts. 
Research _!echn,i_gues Used. Books were obtained from the library 
of Oklahoma State University and from the Briggs and Stratton Company. 
1 
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Definition of Terms. The following definitions of terms are 
common nomenclature used in discussing the air-cooled engine. These 
terms are tak.en from several books and pamphlets on small gas engines. 
Air Cleaner: A device for filtering, cleaning, and removing dust 
from the air admitted to a unit, such as an engine or air compressor. 
(15, page 277) 
Air G8f!.: The space bet-ween spark plul~ electrodes, motor end gen-
erator armatures. (15, page 277) 
Carburetor: A device for automatically mixing fuel in the prooer 
proportion with air to produce a combustiblG gas. (15, page 280) 
Combustion: The process of burning. (15, page 281) 
Crankcase: The housing within VJhich the crankshaft and many other 
partsCJ:fthe engine operate. (15, page 282) 
Crankshaft: The main shaft of an engine which in conjunction vJith 
the connecting rods changes the reciprocating motion of the pistons 
into rotary motion. (15, page 282) 
~: The term applies to the prime source of power generation. 
{15, page 285) 
~e.!'.,: (Oil, Water, Gasoline, etc.) A unit containing an element, 
such as a screen of varying degrees of fineness. The screen or 
filtering element is made of various materials depending upon the 
size of the foreign particles to be eliminated from the fluid being 
filtered. (15, page 285) 
Four_-Cyql-2, ,Engine: Also knmm as Otto Cycle, wherein an explosion 
occurs every other revolution of the crankshaft; a cycle being 
considered as one half revolution of the crankshaft. These strokes 
are (1) suction stroke; (2) compression stroke; (3) power stroke; 
(!.~) exhaust stroke. (2, page 1) 
Spark Gap: The space betvrnen the electrodes of a spark plug through 
which the spark jumps. Also a safety device in a magnet to provide 
an alternate path for the current when it exceeds a safe valve. 
(15, page 299) 
The ~ E.f. the Report: The plan of presentation will include other 
Chapters. Chapter II will be the history and evolution of the engine. 
Chapter III vdll be concerned with the ad.justing and repairing of small 
2 
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\Vi11 be coE1poS(3d of ct s~1Tu'TU::11'y- of tlle 9rograr11, eonclv.sior1s and rocon11nend-
a.tions. 
CHAPTEJ:l. II 
HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OJ)' TffE ImGIN"E 
The earliest practical application of the engine 1ji/as made in 
Biblica.1 times. In the early stages of development needs were simple 
and could be supplied with no greater expenditure tl::Jan that of hmnan 
strength. In ancient times, human strength v1as used to move and operate 
catapults, slings, and other types of engines of war. 
Engines .2.£ ~. In Biblical times engines of war were catapults, 
or bullistas, slings and scaling equipment. The term catapult meant 
11to throw 11 as used by the 3.omans and Greeks in ancient times. Cata-
pults or bullistas were in the form of an upright reciiangular frame 
v'li. th two inner vertical s1..1.pports dividing it into three equal. parts. 
A grooved slide was attached at right angles to the bottom of the frame 
in the middle opening. Human strength v11as used to pull back the bow 
arm and as the tension increased the men would release the rope, thxow-
ing stones or other objects at the enemy. One man could carry and op-
erate the catapults or bullistas, but the larger catapults needed about 
ten men to operato them. The sizes of the shot were from 2 to L~ pound 
stones on the one man catapult and 20 toJO pound stones on the larger 
ones. The range of the hv.r ling engine was from 100 to 800 yards. 
The breaching engine vias the earliest and one of the simplest 
of the engines of war. The ram is an example of the breaching engine, 
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na.med after J\ries of the Greek and Cancer of the Homans. The ram was 
from 6 to 60 feet long. At the head of the ram there was a mass of 
metal, to prevent the beam from splitting. The beam was a long log 
or a tree cut down to use a.s a breaching engine. 
ram 
The larger ram requ:tred 20 men to carry and operate it, while the small 
rams could be operated by one man. 
Scaling ]J:n_giner:i. The ladder was the simplest of all scaling engines. 
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The ladaer in Biblical times could have been a small tree ·with the branches 
cut about a foot away from the trunk to make footholds for tbe men to climb 
on. As time passed the Romans developed the ladder into towers. The 
towers were used to enable men of v.•ex to go over the top of the enemy's 
wall. First the tmver was moved to the wall of the enemy and then the 
men on the first floor would use a small ram on the base of the viall, try-
ing to cave it in. At th!.'i same tj_me men on the second or third .floor 
would try to fight their way into the fort. The towers made by the Romans 
were called belfries, for they were like church bell towers of that period. 
Since Biblical times many different types of engines of ,•1ar have been 
developed. In 1680 gunpowder nss suggested as a. squrce of povrnr. 
HU,,Yge~s. Huygens, a Dutch savant, published a work describing an 
apparatus, suitably arranged with cylinders and valves, in which the 
explosion of gunpov~der ·was made to force a volume of heated air into 
the cylinder, after which the valve having closed, the gas became cool 
and soon fell to a prestmre less than that of the atmospheric pressure. 
The apparatus as well as the operation was exceedingly crude end no 
very flattering results were obtained from its use. 
Papin. A.bout 1690, Papin continued the experiment with gunpm".lder, 
improving upon the design, and actually constructed an engine that worked, 
but the engine was crude and of poor workmanship. Papin I s gunpowder 
engine was t1sed to some extent but without success. 
Robert Street. In 1794 Robert Street obtained a patent on the use 
of a mixture of liquid. and air. The engine contained a motor cyrlinder, 
piston, and pump. 'rhe bottom of the motor cylinder was heated by a fire; 
a few drops of spirits of turpentine were evaporated by the heat; the 
piston 1;vas drawn up; and air entering mixed with the inflammable vapor 
as the piston was being driven, farcing the pump piston down, so per-
forming v1JOrk in raising water. Street's idea on gas engines was not 
improved upon in practice until later. 
Samuel Brown. In the year 1823 Samuel Brown obtained a patent on 
the principle as 1Nell as the construction of an engine using gas-vacuum. 
Brown Is engine is important as being the first gas engine to ·work. Boats 
and road carriages used Brown I s engines for power in London. 
W. 1· Vfrigh_t. In 1833 Wright developed a governor to va:ry the 
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mixture of the gas to make it proportional to the work being done and 
to regulate the compression. The engine was double-acting, the piston 
r'eceiving two impulses for every revoJ.ution of the crankshaft. The 
explosion of a mixture of gas and air acted directly upon the piston 
which acted through a connecting rod upon a craDkshaft. Separate pusnps 
supplied the gas and air to the motor cylinder at a pressure a few poimds 
above atmospheric pressure and the ga.ses were ignited while the piston 
was crossing the dead center. The explosion pushed the piston c10"wn or up 
through its whole stroke, and W3 t.he piston Vias at the end of the stroke 
the exhaust valve opened end the products of com'.::iustion 111ere discharged 
dur:tng the return, except for the portions remaJ.n:i.ng in the spaces not 
entered by the piston. Both cylinder and piston ,mere water-jacketed, 
as would have been necossary in a double-acttng gas engine to preserve 
the working parts from damage from the intense heat of the explosion. 
l,fj.llJ.si.m ~ett. In the year 1338 William Barnett obtained a 
patent on the principle as well ::rn the construction of igniting arran[ie-
ment, as the flarne met.hod most VJidely used at the present time. The 
compression system nevi so larzely used in gas engines was also Barnett's 
invention. 
Barnett 1 s first engine was single-acting while the second and third 
V'Jere double-acting engines. In all three engines the ignition took ·place 
when the crankshaft was crossing tbe dead center, so that the piston re-
ceived the impuJ.se during the whole forviard stroke. 
Barnett's first engine had three pistons, motor piston, air pump 
piston, and gas pump piston. 'Ihe motor piston 1r1as suitably ·connected 
to the crankshaft, and the other two vvere also connected by levers in 
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such manner that all three moved up or down. On the upward stroke air 
and gas v.1ere forced into the cylinders, and on the downward stroke the 
gases were forced through an automatic lift valve into the receiver and 
there mixed. When the receiver was fully charged with the explosive 
mixture, the pressure had risen to about 25 pounds per square inch above 
atmospheric pressure. 
Barnett's second engine was like his first, but it was a double-
acting engine, working in the same way but requiring a greater number 
of parts. 
Barnett's third engine, a double-ac_ting _ engine, had three cylinders; 
motor, a.ir-pun1p and gas pump. A.11 the pumps were single-acting except 
the motor piston which was double-acting. Barnett's third engine was not 
as satisfactory as his first machine, because of. the difficulty of obtain-
ing a sufficient amount of expansion. 
Barsanti and Matteucci. In 1857 Barsanti and Matteucci developed 
an engine 11'/i th a free piston instead of using the principle of allowing 
the explosion to act directly upon the power shaft through a connecting 
rod at the moment of the explosion. Three advantages were gained by the 
Barsanti and Matteucci engine: (1) rapid expansion; (2) considerable 
expansion; and (3) condenser. 
M~ Lenoir. In 1860 M. Lenoir made the first practical gas engine. 
It was constructed along the lines of a double-acting steam engine. The 
electric ignition was obtained by a battery and Ruhmicorff coil producing 
a jump shank. It was a decided advance over all existing forms of gas 
engines. Lenoir's gas engine was much more economical than the steam 
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engine, and since the gas engine was a small compact power plant it be-
CaJTie popular. Lenoir engines required about 100 Cubic feet of gas per 
horsepower-hour and four times as much water for cooling as was used in 
a stea111 engine of like power. The troubles of a new idea were realized 
al though there ,~ere some hundreds of Lenoir gas engines in practical use. 
The new gas engine was successful because it was small in size and compact 
in design which made it a much more desirable mechanism than the steam 
engine which had heavy boilers and cumbersome equipment ana ·was expensive 
to operate. S;everal other ideas on the gas engine ,nere advanced about 
this time, all of them being either of minor importance or repetitions 
of previous attempts. 
M. !!::,. Otto. In 1867 Messrs. Otto and Langen designed an engine that 
would consume only 41~ cubic feet of gas horsepower per hour as compared 
to Lenoir's engine which consumed 112 cubic feet. The otto and Langen 
engine was noisy, unreliable in action and, on account of the free oiston 
rod v1hich it employed, was subject to much vibration. Otto and Langen 
gas engines were sold because of the lower gas consumption compared 1'Jith 
the first Lenoir engines. In 1867 Mr. Otto superseded his former inven-
tion by the production of the II Otto Silent" engine. Mr. Otto sold over 
15,000 engines of this type, putting the gas engine on a firm commercial 
basis. The Otto gas engine was the first to be offered as a practical 
and reliable engine. 
Dugald Clerk. The Clerk cycle engine was first introduced in 1879, 
and was the first of the compression engines built. This two-stroke-
cycle engine utilized the engine crankcase to introduce fuel into the 
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cylinders. While this engine contained fewer moving parts, it aeveloped 
less power than a comparable four-stroke-cycle engine. The Clerk engine 
which is now called a t"wo-cycle engine affected in one revolution rvhat 
the Otto engine took two to do. As the world.ng cylinder fired, forcing 
the piston down by the explosion at the bottom of the stroke, the burnt 
gases were allowed to escape. The automatic inlet valve opened and fr8sh 
gas filled the working cylinder, and as the piston moved upward the ex-
haust gas port was closed. At this point there v\Jas a tendency for a 
state of stratification existing between the fresh and the residual 
exhaust gases, but there was very little intermixing and fouling of the 
fresh charge. The two-cycle engine was just as economical in gas con-
swnption as the Otto engine. 
Rudolph Diesel. In 1895 Dr. Rudolph Diesel developed a new ty·pe 
of internal-combustion engine requiring no ignition system. The high 
temperature generated by the compresElion of air was utilized to ignite 
the fuel charge. 1Frith some improvements, this encine has fou.."ld vJide 
acceptance in the forms of heaV1J-oil diesel-type engines in both tv10-
cyclc and four-cycle forms. 
S~y. Over three htmdred years ago Huggens thought of the idea 
of usj_ng gunpowder as a source of povrnr. In 179.4- Street c1evelo1Jed an 
engine that operated on liquid and air. Many attempts were made to 
j_nvent the gas engine, but none of the inventors sufficient1y overcame 
the practical difficulties to make any of their engines commercially 
successful. 
It was not ,mtil the internal-combustion engine was invented that 
man tried to make a motoi~ car. It seems that the first fairly successful 
10 
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internal-combustion engine was made by a German, Dr. Nicholas Otto, who 
lived near Cologne. He was assisted By Gottlieb Daimler who about ten 
years later made an engine and attached it to a bicycle. No one man can 
be given credit for the engine.· It is not certain who first thought of 
the idea, but the gas engine like all great inventions, is the result of 
great minds like James Hatt, wbo ran his first steam engine at SoHo Viforks, 
Birmingham. 
While the internal-combustion engine has tmdergone numerous changes 
in design and construction, its basic ~rinciple of poeration has not 
changed.· Many engines operate on the four-stroke-cycle principle 
patented by Dr. Otto in 1876. Others operate on the two-stroke-cycle 
principle. 
CHAPTER III 
SUGGESTED TEACHING OU'rLlNE 
This chapter is composed of guide sheets which are to be used by 
the instructor. The instructor I s guide sheets are planned to '' put the 
lesson across•~ and to give the instructor a detailed plan to organize 
his work. After a definite aim has been established for a lesson the 
next step is to carefully plan the procedure for attaining the air or 
objective. The instructor's guide sheet consists of a plan of instruc-
tion comprised of four steps: (1) introduction or preparation (2) pre-
sentation, (3) application, (4) test or check-up. These sheets may be 
used separately from the rest of the study if desired. 
The Instructor's Guide Sheet. The instructor's guide sheet is 
just what the name implies, a guide for the instructor. It serves as 
a map to guide him to a successful conclusion in teaching a particular 
lesson. The guide sheet is a convenient form for the instructor to use 
in making notes on hov~ to approach the lesson and proceed throueh to its 
completion. The parts of the instructor's guide sheet will be discussed 
in the succeedj_ng paragraphs. 
Job .9£. Subject. The instructor selects a certain job or subject 
to·be taught at a certain time, beginning with the least difficult and 
leading to more and more difficult aspects of the work. This new job 
should have some key points that were covered in the previous lesson 
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and new information which have not been covered before. Now the instruc-
tor can select the aims or objectives of the lesson. 
0_1:)j~9tives. The aims and objectives for discusdng a partic:,1lar .job 
should be presented. They 3hould all pertain to the job. The objectives 
are short sEmt.enc!es l:i .. 3ting vihat the teacher plans to have the learner 
accomplish in the lesson. Tbe r'.1ethods a.nd materials may change from 
lesson to lesson but the pattern will stay the same. The first part of 
the pattern will be the introduction or preparation. 
1. Introduction g PrElE_aration. The introduction or preparation 
deals ,f>Ji th the praparation by the instructor. The instructor plans the 
time for the job, training aids, tooJs and equipr.1':mt, and 1nhat room or 
shops to teach in. The purpose of the introduction or preparation is to 
present to the student ·what is expected, and arouse his curj_osit.y so as 
to deve1op interest. D. Ni. Itidd stat.9d th_at: 
1 1 Another kind of preparing is necessary during the 
teachins; of the 1esson. This consist::, of p:rnparing 
the mind of the learner to roceive the instruction. 
The 'best laid plans of tbe teacher ma:7 fail to result 
in rmccessful lGarning unless the learners a:r·e phys-
ically and mentally r0ady to 12,3.rn. 'fhey must be j_n 
a state of readinesG to learn. This state of reacU-
nes,; cannot be created by the teacher at v1ill. It 
must develop in the J.ea.rner from witbin. The teacher 
rae,..el v tab~s aclvant,::icte of sucl1 a state ·Nhm it is present. 1 1 (13, page -23) -· ~- .. 
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To keeiJ a'live th,21 desire to learn 'tlill be up to the :i.nstructor and student. 
If the instructor cen make the student feel pride in ·,niorkmanship or sho,J 
to the learner that the job ·will be useful then the desire to learn vVill 
stay alive. Now the learner is ready to receive instruction in tho nevi 
jcb. The nresentation wiL~ follow. 
ll~ 
2. Presentation. In this step the instructor presents the new ideas, 
information, techniques, ancl procedures, step by step. 'l'here are several 
methods by which information can be presentea. The instructor may present 
the new experience by demonstration, pictures, diagrams, models, motion 
picture, film strips or glass slides. 
The demonstration method shows the learner how the nmrtJ techni~ues 
should be performed while the learner observes. Difficult points may 
be clarified in the demonstration by the use of pictures, diagrams, and 
models or mock-ups of the job. A suitable film can often be used as a 
preview for a lesson or a series of lessons t.o be followed by demonstra-
tions. The instructor must be Drepared to present each lesson in such a 
wa:y that it will be interesting and effective. 
In the demonstration the instructor will stress safety. The in-
structor will present only the saf,:i methods of doing work, and should 
also tell the learner that there are short cuts to the job but they are 
dangerous for a beginner. Such methods should be carefully avoided in 
the demonstration. Safety precautions should not be placed at the begin-
ning or at the end of the demonstration, but utilized all the t'la,.Y through 
it. The instructor should organize personal safety for the learner, 
general rules of safety in the shop, fire drill and other types of safety 
rules. In the application step the instructor can check to see if the 
student uses safe methods. 
3. Auplication. The pupil has the best opportunity to learn by 
doing the job. The application step is most important, because it vd.11 
be the learner's first time working at a nev:· operation. The learner j_s 
free to call upon the instructor for assistance in the application step. 
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Helping the pupil over his difficulties in this '!Jay is not the same tbii:g 
as doing his work for him. The learner should priwtice the new informa.-
tion as soon as possible after the demonstration. If there is a la:9se 
of time betvieen the presentation and applicati.on the pupil ma~r not rec2J_1 
all of the important detaj_ls of the job. Some of the reasons for dalay 
are work stations, tools, equipment and other teaching aids not being 
completely ready. The application is the first point in the lesson where 
the learner has a chance to try out what is in the presentation. At this 
point the instructor will assist, suggest and even help the learner. The 
purpose of the application is to see if the learner applies the neYJ ideas, 
information and techniques. To test or check this the instructor can use 
a test. 
4. Test or Check-uu. 
-----~ 
The purpose of the test or check-up is to 
determine whether or not the pupil has acquir9d the information or skill 
intended. The test will help both the learner anrl teacher to determine 
whether the objectives of the lesson have been achieved. The important 
part of the test is not the mark or ratini the pt1i_Dil receives but the 
test helps to determine at what points, if any, the learner is weak and 
requires more instruction. Other purposes are: 
1. pre-teaching measure of achievement 
2. to diagnose learning difficulties 
3. teaching success 
4. standards of achievement 
5. rat1.ng 
6. teaching device 
Tools .§.!19. Materials. In planning, the machines, tools, drawings, 
charts, instruction sheets and 1norking materials should be at hand and 
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properly arranged for the student and teacher. All tools that the student 
will use on the job should be checked by the instructor before the class 
starts. 
Reference Books. There is a book listed to be used as a reference 
with every guide sheet. Many books, pamphlets and instructional aids 
may be obtained from manufacturers of gas engines. ·Most popular mechan-
ical magazines have articles about the maintenance and repair of engines 
and a list of safety precautions to be observed by the operator. 
Assignments. With every guide sheet there is an assignment after 
each demonstration. This assignment is for the next lesson for the 
pupil to read or to study. This helps to prepare the student for the 
following lesson. These assignments may be made from any available 
text book, pamphlet, cutaway, picture, or parts list. 
INSTRUCTOR 1G GUIDE SITEET 
Job or Subject: Starti11B ~ Engine 
Objectives: To teach the student how to start an engine. 
I. Introduction or preparation: Have a stunent try to start the 
engine, with a rope tjrpe starter. (aevelop interest) 
II. Presentation: 
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Teaching Outline Teaching Tecl:miques, 
Aids and Devices 
1. Starting an engine with a rope starter. 
a. turn pulle~r 001.mter-clocknise 
b. wind rope counter-cloclrnise 
c. pull clockwise 
241 Starting an engi11e itJit}1 rev1ind sta .. 1.,ter. 
a. pull rope (compression is felt) 
b. allo\lJ rope to rewind 
c. puJ.l rope 
3. Starting an eneine with electric starter. 
a. cord to engine 
b. cord to racentacle 













What are the 
VJhy turn the 
How long can 
Questions 
three types of starters? 
pulley backward on the rope starter? 
the electric starter r1.m at one time? 
Tools end Materials: three types of starters 
Reference: Briggs and Stratton, Operation Inst.ruction, page 3 to L., 
Assignment: Read pages 3 to 4 on changing oil. 
Briggs and Stratton, Operation Instruction. 
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: Change Oil (Oil Sump) 
Objectives: To remove old oil from the engine 
I. Introduction or preparation: It is always best to drain the 
oil immediately after stopping tj1e engine. 
II. Presentation: 
lS 
Teaching Outline Teaching Techniques, 
Aids and Devices 
1. Drain the oil from the engine. 
a. different positions 
b. remove oil drain plug 
c. drain oil 
2. Replace plug in drain plug hole. 
3. Fill oil sump. 
a. remove oil filler plug 
b. pour oil in 
c. to 1mhat level 




III. Application: Have the learner go over the steps on changing oil. 
rJ. Test and Check-up: Inspect learner's work and check it with him. 
Tools and Materials: screwdriver, oil, engine, wrench 
Reference: Briggs and Stratton, Operating Instruction, page 3 to 4 
Assignment: Read page 5 on changing oil (air cleaner) 
Briggs and Stratton, Operating Instruction. 
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INS'rRUCTOl1 1 S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: Changin_g Oil in The Air Gleaner: 
Objectives: To clean the air that ·will go to the carburetor. 
I. Introduction or preparation: Inspect air cleaner to see if it 
has been se:rviced regularly or is full of dirt or clipp:tngs. 
II. Presentation: 
Teaching Outline Teachinr: Techniques, 
Aids ond Devices 
~~-~~-~.~~~~~~-~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~..;.;.;.;;;.-:;;_.,;;;;;;;.;....,;;;..;;....;..;;:;.;..;;.::;....~ 
1. Remove vdng nut on top of cleaner. 
a. remove cover 
2. Lift out oil element. 
a. wash element 
3. Lift off bowl. 
a. pour out oil 
b. clean bowl 
4. Replace bowl to cleaner. 
5. Pour in oil to 1 'oil level• 1 mark. 
6. Replace filter element. 








III. Application: Have t.he learner change oiJ. in air cleaner. 
IV. ·rest or Check-up: r2uestions 
1. ·r::hat are the functions of the air cleaner? 
2. Is the oil put in after the filter element? 
3. Clean and refill the air cleaner every hours? 
Tools and Materials: oil, engine, air cleaner 
Reference: Briggs and Stratton, Operating Instructions, page 5 
A.ssignment: Read page 6 on draining and cleaning fuel tank, 
Briggs and Stratton, Operating Instructions. 
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INSTRUCTOR'[~ GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: Draining Fuel~ and Cleaning Fuel Filter. 
Objectives: The object is to remove all dirt and sediment. 
I. Introduction or preparation: Alcohol or acetone should be used 
to clean the parts of a fuel tank. 
II. Presentation: 
Teaching Outline 
1. Close fuel valve. 
a. what direction 
2. Remove fuel tank drain plug. 
a. what direction 
3. Detach fuel pipe. 
a. what end first 
b. what direction 
4. Remove fuel filter from fuel tank. 
a. what direction 
5. Clean with alcohol or acetone. 
a. safety ( tell about gasoline) 
b. screen not removable 
6. Replace fuel filter, pipe plug, and 
fuel line. 
Teaching Techniques, 







III. Application: Have learner go through the step of draining fuel 
filter. 
IV. Test or Check-up: Questions 
1. What is used to clean the screen? 
Tools and Materials: engine, alcohol or acetone, wrench 
Reference: Briggs and Stratton, Operating Instructions, Page 6 
Assignment: Read setting air gap on armature; page 13 
Briggs and Stratton, Repair Instructions. 
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INSTRUCTOR I S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: Armature Air Gap Adjusting. 
Objective: To teach the student how to check air gap (Armature to Flywheel) 
I. Introduction or preparation: The purpooe for checking the air 
gap is to have the strong spark. 
II. Presentation: 
~eaching Outline 
1. The air gap should be: (aluminum flywheel) 
a. weight 
b. gap 
2. The air gap should be: ( zinc flyv,heel) 
a. weight 
b. gap 
3. Turn flyv~heel until magnets a~e directly beneath 
the f lyvJheel. 
4. Magnets should pull the armature down firmly 
against feeler gauge. 
5. Tighten the mounted screws. 
III. Application: Have the learner check air gap. 
JY. Test or Check-up Questions: 
1. What are the two types of flywheel'? 
2. 'iVhere should the magnets be located? 
3. \'\'.hat is used to check the air gap', 
Tools: Feeler gauges, diagram, screwdriver 
Teaching Techniques, 






Reference: Implement and Tractor Publication, Inc., Small Engine 
Service Manual, page 53 
Assignment: Work on armature air gap adjusting. 
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: Carburetor Adjustmen~s 
Objectives: To teach the student how to adjust a carburetor. 
I. Introduction or preparation: The purpose of adjusting a 
carburetor is to make the engine run as smoothly as possible. 
II. Presentation: 
Teaching Outline 
1. Close the needle valve. 
a. location of needle valve 
b. what direction 
2. Open the needle valve. 
a. what direction 
b. ho1J11 far 
3. Close the idle valve. 
a. location of idle valve 
b. what direction 
4. Open the idle valve. 
a. what direction 
b. how far 
5. Start the engine. 
6. Adjusting the needle valve. 
(engine running) 
7. Adjusting the idle valve. 
(engine running) 
III. Application: Have the learner adjust carburetor. 
IV. Test and Check-up: Questions 
Teaching Techniques, 













1. What direction is the needle valve turned to stop en~ine? 
2. Wha.t airection is the idle valve turned to make the engine 
run smoothly? 
Tools and Materials: engine, scrm1 driver 
Reference: Briggs ana Stra·tton, Operation Instruction Book, page 6 
Assignment: Read pag:e 7 on governor ad,iustment, Briggs and Stratton, 
Operation Instruction. 
INSTRUCTOR I S GT..:'IDE SHEET 
Objectives: To be able to change the speed of an engine. 
I. Introduction or pre9a.ration: To maintain the desired s~eed 
even though the load on the engine may vary. 
II. Presentation: 
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Teaching Outline _______ _ Teaching Techniques, 
Aids '.:md Devi ces 
------~--__;;.:=.;;;.;;;......;.;c;.:;;....;;;..;:;...:.:;;.;;.=--
1. There are three different types of speed controls, 
a. control lever mounted on cyJ.inder 
b. hand governor control 
c. remote governor control 
2. The correct operating speed 
a. type of engine 
b. the load on engine 
3. Control lev9r mounted on cylinder. 
4. The hand type governor co~trol. 
5. The remote governor control. 








III. Application: E:xperiment 1;1ith the governor 111hile the engine is 
still running. 
IV. Test or Check-U,_D: Questions 
1. YJhat are the three t3rpes of control on a governor? 
2. What is 1 'No Loao 11 ? 
3. What in R • .2. M.? 
Tools and Materials: ifodels, diagrams, charts, test, rating scales end 
engine. 
Reference: Brigr5s and Stratton Operating Instruction Book, page 7 
Assignment: Read part 80 on :repairing car1,uretor. page 3~-, Implem:mt 
and Tractor Publication, Inc., ~me_ll En2'ine .Servi_~ Manual 
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msTRUCTOR 1S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: Renair Carburetor 
Objectives: Replace worn parts and repair carburetor. 
I. Introduction or preparation: A hand spray gun is an example 





Aids ana Devices 
1. Disassemble the old carburetor. Demonstration 
a. loosen needle packing nut 
b. remove packing nut and needle valve Check 
c. remove nozzle, screws, upper and lower body 
d. remove idle valve, float, float needle valve 
2. Clean, check and replace all vJOrn parts. Check 
a. use new gaskets 
b. use ne1111 parts 
c. clean old parts 
3. Assemble the carburetor after instruotor checks parts. Demonstration 
a. replace float needle valve, float, idle valve 
b. replace upper and lower body, nozzle Check 
c. replace needle val~re and packfr1g nut 
a. screw in packing nut 
III. Application: Have learner disassemble and assemble the carburetor 
and check his work. 
TIT. Test or Check-up: Questions 
1. '?hat is the purpose of a carburetor on an engine? 
2. Describe the purpose of a carburetor float. 
3. Describe the purpose of the upper and the levier body. 
Tools and Materials: carburetor, screwdriver, wrench, and carburetor 
repair kit. 
Reference: Implement and Tractor Publication, Inc., Small~~ 
page 12 to 17 
.Assignment: Disassemble and assemble the ca:rbut'etor. 
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IlTSTRUCTOH. 1 S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: Function of l!: s·oark Plug 
Objectives: To become familiar with a spark plug and its parts. 
I. Introduction or preparation: The function of spark plug is to 
provide the means for igniting the compressed charge of air and 
fuel in the enffine cylinder. 
II. Presentation: 
Teaching Outline Teaching Techniques, 
Aids and Devices 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_.;;;,,~=~..;;-..;:;..;..:;;;-..;;:;.;~~-
1. What are some of the types of spark plugs? 
a. cold plug 
b. normal plug 
c. hot plug 
2. Explain the parts of the spa.rk plug. 
a. terminal 
b. insulator 
c. metal shell 
d. center electrode 
e. ground electrode 
3. Plugs with long paths for the heat to travel are 
11 hot plugs' 1 • 
4. Plugs with shorter paths for the heat to travel are 
1 1 cold plugs., 1 
III. Application: By testing. 
rJ'. Test or Check-up: Questions 
1. What is the function· -:,f a spark plug? 
2. Plugs with long paths for heat to travel are? 
3. Plugs with short paths for heat to travel are? 






Reference: Impleme:t1.t and Tractor Publications, Inc., Small Engines 
Service Manual page 11 to 12 
Assignment: Read how to set and check the air gap of a spark plug. 
page 23 
ms TRUCTOR Is GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Sub,ject: Settin,C! and _Checking Air G~Q. (spark plug) 
Objectives: To have the correct gap so that the high voltage vvill ,jump 
across the gai}. 
I. Introduction or preparation: Ffhere does ignition occur on a 




1. Remove spark plug from engine. 
a. check open end 
b. clean open end 
2. Check and reset the air gap. 
a. gap .025 1 1 
b. Resistor type plugs 
3. Assemble plug in the engine 
a. gap .025 11 
b. new gasket 
Teaching Techniques, 





III. Application: Have learner clean and check gap on plug and check 
his work. 
r:r. •rest or Check-up: Questions 
1. Are all spark plugs gapped at .02511? 
2. What can a plug do to the engine if the gap is too long? 
3. What is the material called that forms around the spark 
plug gap? 
Tools and Materials: feeler gauge, spark plugs, diagram and cleaner. 
Reference: Implement and 'l'ractor Publications, Inc., Small Engines 
Service Manual, page 23 
Assignment: Read pages 4 to 6 on distributor. 
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE SHEET 
Job or Subject: Check J'.istgp Rings, Connecti;tJg 'Rod and Piston Pjn 
Objectives: To see if parts show sign of wear or scoring. 
I. Introduction of preparation: How much more does an engine with 
worn parts cost to operate than one with new parts? .( trying to 
develop interest) 
II. Pre~entation.t 
'l'e aching Outline 
1. Check the piston for wear or scoring. 
a. resiz,ed 
b. old piston 
c. new piston 
2. Check all three types of rings. 
a. top compression 
b. center compression 
c. oil 
3. Check the connecting rod. 
a. bearing scored 
b. ' 1 file' ' or 1 'fit 1 1 rod 
4. Check the piston pin. 
a. pin 
Teaching Techniques, 









III. Application: Have the learner check old piston, rings, connecting 
rod, and uiston nin. 
- ; -
IV. Test or Check-up: Inspect learner's work and have learner inspect 
his mm work. 
Tools and Materials: Piston, rings, connecting rod, piston pin, feeler 
gauge, rings remover, charts, models and diagrams. 
Reference: Briggs and Stratton, Maintenance Book, r;>age 23 to 2l, 
Assignment: Work on the above parts. 
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SUMMAB.Y. The instructor's guide sheet is a guide for the teacher. 
After a definite aim or objective has been established for a lesson, the 
next thing to do is arouse curiosity, develop interest and create a desire 
to learn the lesson. The instructor's way to do this is by explaining what 
the lesson is about or by past experience. 
A few of the many possible jobs that could be carried out in a pro-
gram of this type have been presented. A program of this type would not 
require many tools or equipment. 
Listed below are some of the manufacturers of small gas engines. 





















The foll01n.1ing chapter is comoosed of the summary and conclusions 
of the study of small gas engines. 
CH!-!PTER 'DT 
SIDfill'IA.RY AND CONCLUSION 
Although air-cooled engines find little use in .\merican-made auto-
mobiles they are being used on both two-cycle and four-cycle engines 
employed to propel some European cexs. They are also used on motorcy-
cles, scooters, lawnmowers, garden tractors, airplanes and on some ~akes 
o.f diesel engines. 
Summary. Air-cooled engines have fins or ribs on the outer surfaces 
of the cylinders and cylinder heads. The fins a11 e cast integrally with 
the cylinder and cylinder head and serve to increase the amount of ra-
diation surface presented to the air stream. The heat produced by com-
bustion passes through the walls of the C;llinder and cylinder head to 
the fins, where it is dissipat8d into the passing air. Individual 
cylinders are generally employed to provide ample cooling area. 
The air-cooled engine requires the circulation of large voltm1es of 
air over and past the fin area. In motorcycles and airplanes, the re-
quired amount of air is supplied by the forward motion of the vehicle. 
In cases where air-cooled enginen are used in automobiles, the required 
volume of air is supplied by a fan or a blower sometimes built into the 
. engine flywheel. A cowling or shroud often encloses the engine to control 
the flow of air over the engine. Baffles are located near or bet~een the 




Air-cooled engines operate at a higher operating temperature than 
other types of engines. Normal cylinder head temperatures for such 
engines va:ry between 300 degrees and 500 degrees Fahrenheit. As a result, 
greater clearances must be provided between the moving parts to allow for 
their greater expansion. Because of the higher operating temperattu1 es, 
a heavier grade of lubricating oil is usually used in air-cooled engines. 
In 1794, a Mr. R. Street of England proposed an internal-combuntion 
engine to be operated by a flame-ignited mixture com·oosed of spirits of 
turpentine and air. Near the end of the eighteenth century, M'urdock 
discovered that a combustible gas could be produced by burning coal, 
opening the vJa.y for the development of internal-combustion engines. 
Some engines were built using this gas for fuel. In 186o, Lenoir 
produced a practical internal-combustion engine using electricity for 
ignition. While many of these engines were built and used, they devel-
oped lj.ttle power since the fuel charge was not compressed at the time 
it was ignited. 
It ·was not until 1862 that Beau-de-R.ochas of France proposed the 
basic principle of the four-stroke-cycle engine. He proposed that the 
fuel taken into the cylinders be compressed to take full advantage of 
its expansive power. However, fourteen years elapsed before his sugges-
tions were followed. 
In 1876 Dr. Otto of Germany produced the Ot,to cycle gas engine 
operating on the four-stroke-cycle. This development made poss:lble the 
internal-combustion engine as we knov\/ it today. A short time later Dugal 
Clerk of England constructed the first ti'lo-stroke-cycle engine, utilizing 
the engine crankcase to introduce fuel into the cylinders. VJhile this 
J 
engine contained fewer moving parts, it develo~ed less power than a 
comparable four-stroke-cycle engine. 
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In 1395 Dr. B..udolph Diesel developed a new type of internal-combus-
tion engine requiring no ignition system. The high tempero.ture generated 
by the compression of air vias utilized to i[:nite tbe fuel charge. r!ith 
some improvements, this engine has found wide acceptance in the form of 
heavy-oil, diesel-type engines in both t-wo-cy-cle and four-cycle engines. 
f.2.r!:clusions. ·while the internal-combustion engine has undergone 
numerous changes in design and construction its basic principle of 
operation has not changed. Many engines operate on the four-stroke-cy-
cle principle patented by Dr. Otto in 1876. Others operate on the two-
stroke-cycle principle. Aside from im;)rovements in materials and methods, 
the chief changes that have been made in these engines are: 
1. increased compression ratios 
2. improved valve timing 
3. better balance of moving parts 
4. better mixing and o:istribution of fuel 
5. more accurate timing of fuel charge ignition 
These changes have resulted in compact, pot:.1erful, highly efficient 
engines of light weight that can operate at extremoly high speeds. The 
weight per horsepov1er developed has been reduced to but a fraction of 
the weight of early engines. Nevertheless, in principle, the modern 
internal-combustion engine is the same as originally conceived. 
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